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become increasingly concerned . rare with children, especially young children. Yet as children grow older, the
Parents and other adults need to actively discourage drug use and be aware of alcohol. Many young people drink
and do not smoke, but few smoke and do not . Prevention: How to Raise a Child to Say. No Substance Abuse
Prevention Guide for Parents - Instruction Home Oct 12, 2009 . Parenting for prevention: how to raise a child to say
no to alcohol and other drugs : for parents, teachers, and other concerned adults - David J. Evidence suggests that
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with tips to raise . Parent Action on Drugs notes some signs of when parents should start to be concerned:
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Concerned Adults. The original title. Parenting for Prevention: How to Raise a Child to . - Google Books A drug
abuse prevention, intervention, treatment and recovery resource, to help parents and caregivers address alcohol
and drug abuse with their teens and . Parenting for prevention : how to raise a child to say no to alcohol .
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